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Flag flies athalf
mast fortrustee
LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-chi- ef
The yellow and black flag atop
Kauke Hall has been flying at half
mast following the death of College
of Wooster Board of Trustees mem-
ber W. Dean Hopkins Sunday.
Hopkins was a Phi Beta Kappa
graduate ofThe College ofWooster 's
class of 1930. Hopkins joined the
College's board of trustees 10 years
later in 1940, and served 40 years as
an active trustee before being named
an emeritus life trustee in 1982.
"It's rare that someone would serve
40 years as an active trustee and then
another 12 as an emeritus, College
president Henry Copeland said. "He
had a lot of perspective on the Col-
lege... he served the College for a very
long time, in all sorts of capacities"
claimed Copeland, who pointed out
that Hopkins had served on the board
since before the start ofWorld War II.
"Dean Hopkins exemplified the best
of Wooster," Copeland wrote in a
statement issued to the Voice. "He
was at the top of his profession, he
served his community and church un-
selfishly, and he contributed in every
way possible to the welfare of the
College. Lucidity, good sense, and
moral vision were his trademarks,
and he left his mark on every task he
undertook for Wooster
Clarifying what he meant about
Hopkins 'lucidity,' Copeland staled,
"He paid a lot ofattention to language
continued on page 3, col. 4
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SGA, administrators explore
legal action, tightening security
LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-Chi- ef
JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
The Student Government Associa-
tion organized a meeting a week ago
Wednesday for students whose rooms
were robbed over mepast three breaks.
The meeting aimed to disclose results
of an SGA investigation into the legal
rights of students who lost valuables
in the burglaries.
Sophomore Graham Stevens, SGA
vice-preside- nt of student services,
explained at the meeting that the in-
vestigation entailed contacting vari-
ous lawyers.
According to Stevens, SGA be-
came involved in investigating the
break-in- s after the rash of thefts over
Christmas break. Stevens contacted a
lawyer, who informed him of what
options students might have. Over
the course of the next several weeks,
Stevens and other members of SGA
pursued the investigation.
After the administration denied re-
sponsibility for the thefts, administra-
tors were contacted to discuss the role
of the College in the break-tim- e inci-
dences.
At last Wednesday's meeting.
Campus Council reviews
Greek pledging process
JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
At its meeting Wednesday, Cam-
pus Council's ad-ho- c committee to
review the section and club system
listened to about fifteen members of
sections and clubs express their views
about pledging. The committee asked
for these viewpoints after passing a
resolution at its meeting two weeks
ago to eliminate pledging.
This resolution is the first formal
recommendation that the committee
has made and reflects the committee's
decision to concentrate first upon is-
sues related to pledging. To become
official College social policy, such a
resolution must be presented before
the entire Campus Council for its
majority vote.
The committee passed the resolu-
tion to eliminate pledging in order to
give itself a clean slate, from which
other possibilities for activities in-
stead of pledging may be considered.
These possibilities include a project
with preset parameters in which sec-tio- n
and club members would partici
Wooster seniors to say "I
do" after graduation
... page 4
Breaking in a new pair of
'Shoes' at Wooster
... page 5
Stevens reported that several of those
attorneys advised a class action suit
against the College by those students
who lost valuables. Several lawyers
also questioned the validity of the
housing form which each student must
sign for campus housing.
After providing this information,
the SGA representatives at the meet-
ing left in order for the students dis-
cuss among themselves any action
they might want to take. At this point,
the students decided to form a group
that would contact additional lawyers
for more information. The group is
also thinking of other actions that it
can take to ascertain that its losses and
concerns are properly treated.
According to Stevens, SGA has
formed an ad-ho- c committee to serve
as a resource for these students, but
will take no action unless it is con-
tacted.
From an administrative standpoint,
the College continues to explore op-
tions for improving security on cam-
pus.
In an interview two weeks ago,
vice-preside- nt for academic affairs,
R. Stanton Hales stated that the col-
lege was exploring several options
continued on page 3, colJ
pate, or a two-da-y public process in
which on-Iook- ers could see the sec-
tions' and clubs' activities.
The committee is also considering
shortening the process or staggering
the process throughout the year, so
that sections and clubs would initiate
at different times. The committee is
also considering passing a resolution
that would call for non-discriminat- ion
between actives and newly ac-
cepted members, thereby eliminating
the possibility of actives dominating
or controlling new members.
Sophomore Greg Simmons, chair
of the ad-h- oc committee, informed
Inter-Secti- on Council and Inter-Clu- b
Council of these proposals this past
week. He invited interested members
to the ad-h- oc committee's meeting so
that the committee would have a bet-
ter idea of the merits of the current
system that might be incorporated
into a new system.
At the committee's meeting
Wednesday, many section and club
members emphasized that pledging
continued on page 2. col. 3
Wooster alum to perform
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phoco by PAUL BORDEN
During his Great Decisions lecture, refugee and Times photographer
Dith Pran addressed the fragile Cambodian state of peace.
Cambodian refugee
reveals plight of nation
KRISTIN L. FLACHSBART
Staff Writer
Dith Pran, a Cambodian refugee
and photographer for the New York
Times, spoke to the Wooster commu-
nity Tuesday evening in the third lec-
ture of the Great Decisions scries.
Straying from the scheduled topic,
"United Nations: What Role in the
New World?,' Pran instead gave a
brief summary about his country's
plight during the Cambodian Holo-
caust from 1975-197- 9, An extreme
Communist faction, known as the
Khmer Rouge (KR), wishes to bring
the Cambodian people back to older
ways of life. They are afraid, accord-
ing to Pran, that the rest of the country
will rise up against them, so they
choose to attack their assumed oppo-
sition first.
Between 1975-197- 9, the KR took
families to a torture center located in
a giant field, labeled "The Killing
Field." Along with destroying the
parents, they killed young children to
prevent them later seeking revenge
on their parent's killers. Pran's ordeal
during the Cambodian Holocaust was
portrayed in the movie The Killing
Fields.
Pran, who is the only survivor ofhis
entire family from this slaughter, be-
lieves that he is not a hero, but merely
a messenger of the Cambodian's
Men's basketball wins
seventh straight
... page 12
Sister swimmers carry on
family tradition
... page 11
-
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plight. . In three weeks, he will be
joining a United Nations task force to
oversee the implication of free elec-
tions in his country.
During a question-and-answ- er pe-
riod, he revealed however, that he is
not optimistic that Cambodia will ever
be free.
He stated that their current peace is
very fragile. The identities of the kill-
ers in this Holocaust are known, but
everyone is afraid to bring them to --
court, and therefore they continue to
be free.
Pran thinks that the KR will only
terrorize the elections while still al-
lowing them to take place. However,
they know that the UN task force,
which is a peace-keepin- g force, will
not be allowed to fight back against
uprisings.
When theUN forceof 22,000people
leave after elections occur, Pran be-
lieves that then the KR will begin to
fight again. He added that these ter-
rorists are very rich, have many weap-
ons, and brainwash their troops with
propaganda.
Pran also stated that the situation
was similar to the current uprisings in
the former Yugoslavian territories.
One differenceis that in Yugoslavia,
multiple races are at war with each
other.
In Cambodia, the KR and the ordi-
nary people are of the same race.
1 Msltei.w J
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I.S. project develops computer system
SARA SUTHERLAND
Managing Editor
Thanks to one student's Senior Independent Study, individuals at the
CbUege will soon be able 10 access a calendar ofevents, as well as an assortment
of other information related to the campus, through the Taylor computer
network.
Holly Slepecky. an "Applied Business Computation" special major, is
currently completing this Senior LS. project, entitled "Design and Implemen-
tation of Campus Wide Informational System at the College of Wooster."
Slepecky had previously seen similar information systems on computer
networks at other institutions and she thought an information system would be
a strong asset to the Wooster campus. Faculty members and adminstrators.
have fully supported her project
The system will ultimately be designed so that any member of a campus
organization can directly enter information concerning their activities in the
"drop box feature." This will make the system the most current source of
information on campus.
The system will be available 24 hours a day. To gain entrance, the user
should use the chooser to select Apple talk, then select the Network Services
zone, and then ACS software server. At that time, the user will choose Guest
login, then double click on campus information.
Currently, the system is providing a Valentine's Day service. Students may
post personal messages until Friday at 4 p.m. The message must be printed, 20
words or less and sent to CWIS Valentine. C-27- 49. To read the valentine
messages, follow the same process, as explained above, to access the informa-
tion service.
NATIONAL
Clinton's plan cuts White House salaries
Saying, The government must do more and make do with less," President
Clinton ordered cuts in the White House staff, salaries, and privileges. Clinton
also said he believes that if the people are going to help reduce the deficit, the
government must help too. He will announce his economic plan to Congress
on Feb. 17.
All candidates for government jobs subject to Senate approval are now
being asked whether they have hired illegal aliens or violated tax laws on
household workers. As a result, over a dozen candidates have been dropped
from consideration.
As a way of lowering the Federal budget deficit, the Clinton Administra-
tion has decided to halt the cost-of-livi- ng increase for Social Security recipi-
ents.
The Administration is preparing to drop infection with the AIDS virus from
the list of conditions that restrict people from entering the United States.
The Iran-cont- ra prosecuter insinuated that Bush pardoned Caspar
Weinberger because Bush wanted to avoid being called as a defense witness
and having to answer questions about his conduct.
The Pentagon proposed budget cuts thai would include retiring ten Navy
ships, cancelling a $27 billion communications sane lite, and halting the
purchase of F--1 6 fighters. Some of these proposals are expected to be resisted
by Congress or by the Clinton Administration.
INTERNATIONAL
Relief progress in Somalia investigaed
Now that the famine and warfare that killed over 300,000 people in Somalia
have subsided, relief officials are taking a close look at the terms set by elders
and by the different factions. This is to ensure that aid reaches those who need
it, as opposed to being sold on the black market.
Aides to President Clinton have presented him with a peace initiative for
the Balkan states that involves the appointment of an envoy to talk with the
different factions. The plan also commits the U.S. to helping enforce an
agreement once it is reached.
. .
The number of rapes has diminished in Bosnia, but more Muslim victims
of rape are being killed by kin disgraced by having a rape victim in the family.
The number of rapes has gone down because of world outcry, but the number
of killings is only expected to increase as more pregnancies become apparent.
The Dutch are expected to approve the world's least restrictive euthenasia
policy. Specific rules would allow a doctor to assist in a suicide or to end the
life of a terminally ill patient at the patient's illicit request.
One hundred thirty-tw- o people were killed in Iran after an Iran Air
passenger jet collided with a military plane. The collision occurred near
Teheran airport. All aboard the plane died.
National and international news briefs compiled by Staff Writer
NINA LANY with information from The New York Times
Andrew professorship in Physics
established with $1.1 million gift
FUSE M. BATES
Assistant News Editor
The College has received a $1.1
million gift from Mr. and Mrs. Ed-wa- rd
J. Andrew of Oriand Park.IL, to
establish a professorship in Physics at
Wooster in memory of Andrew's fa-
ther.
The Victor J. Andrew Professor-
ship in Physics will honor the late
Victor Andrew '26. It will not change
the composition of the department at
this point
A native of Medina County, An-
drew majored in physics at Wooster
where he served as chief engineer of
the College's first radio broadcast sta-
tion. Andrew continued on to receive
his master's and doctorate degrees in
Physics from the University of Chi-
cago. Andrew studied under Nobel
Semester in the
American West
If you appreciate "hands on"
experiential learning and the drama
and beauty of the west, the AU
Semester in the American West coul d
be one of the most adverturesome
educational experiences of your life.
Consider:
A 1 0-we- ek travel-stud- y
semester of college in the
American West.
Up to four courses. 12 i
hour credits. Fully transferable.
Meets general education or
major requirements.
The education experience
includes camping, backpacking,
climbing, horseback riding,
cross country skiing, canoeing,
learning, seeing, doing.
The Rockies, the Pacific
Northwest, the Southwest
and National Parks.
Guided by "Mao and His Land"
Expeditions in conjunction with
the AU Recreation
A33irastraton Department.
Scmnler in tfie Anwnciii Wear
Coordinator
Aurora Unnrrrmry Aurora. IL
60506
706-M4-M- 06
Applicatioa Dudliaa Marck 31
Prize Winner and Wooster graduate
Arthur Holly Compton at Chicago.
He also received an honorary degree
from Wooster in 1949.
Andrew founded the Andrew Cor-
poration as a partnership with his wife
in 1937. Andrew served as chairman
until his death in 1971. The corpora-
tion manufactures electronics for the
communication industry.
President Henry Cope Land com-
mented, "It is indeed fitting that Vic-
tor Andrew should be honored this
way." He addcd,"His commitment to
scientific inquiry was exemplary, and
his achievements were of the highest
order."
Edward Andrew '61, bes lower of
the gift, is a member of the College's
Board ofTrustees. He is retired chair-
man of the board of the Andrew Cor-
poration and was the chair of a trustee
leadership committee which raised
more than $18 million in gifts and
pledges toward the $60 million cam-
paign goal
In October, the College announced
a $60 million campaign to be com-
pleted byJune 1996. One of the goals
of the campaign is to endow new
chairs for faculty members and schol-
arships for students. The $1.1 million
gift from the Andrew family will go
towards this campaign.
President Cope land added, "This
gift underscores the importance of
teaching at Wooster and will assist us
in meeting our objectives in our cur-
rent capital campaign."
As of now, there has not been any
speculation as to who will receive the
professorship.
Compiled with information from
NEWSSERVICES
Campus Council considers pledging resolutions
continued from front page
provides a unique opportunity for
pledges and actives to get to know
each other. Others also stressed that
the pledging period gives pledges a
chance to ascertain that they are will-
ing to make a commitment to the
group before being formally initiated.
Section and club members related
how pledging creates special bonds
among members that encourage per-
sons to open up. Such closeness has
resulted in several members reveal-
ing personal problems that were con-
sequently overcome as a result of
pledging.
Several at the meeting also com
The Aurora University
mented upon the "emotional experi-
ences" during pledging, such as when
the section or club works through a
problem or achieves a goal.
In response to ad-h- oc committee
members' concerns about the effect
of pledging upon academics, section
and club members remarked that of-
ten correlations between pledging and
academics are made where none ex-
ist. Several explained how their sec-
tions or clubs emphasize academic
achievement for both individuals and
for the section or club as a whole.
At the end of the meeting, several
students expressed their hope that
some compromise could be reached
among students, administration and
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The ad-h- oc committee will con-
tinue to consider proposals in its up-
coming meetings, which are open to
all interested College members. In
addition to pledging concerns, the
committee plans to examine issues of
exclusivity and structural organiza-
tion. The committee plans to present
a package of proposals to the full
Campus Council for its vote in the
week before spring break.
Any comments relating to the pro-
posals are welcomed by the commit-
tee. Students are asked to forward
comments to sophomore Greg
S immons or any other member of the
committee.
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SGA funding: Spring semester
ORGANIZATION TOTAL
Babcock International Hall $635.00
Badminton Club $371.00
Ballroom Dance Team $455.00
Black Student Association $800.00
Circle-- K International $263.55
Club Volleyball $465.00
Compassion Program $284.00
Computer Graphics Club $170.00
College of Wooster Dance Company $200.00
Dena House $555.00
Douglass Science and Humanities $330.00
Dream House $1,175.00
E.C.O.S. $70.00
Empower Peer Education Program $75.00
Fencing Club $243.00
French House $145.00
Habitat for Humanity $100.00
Ice Hockey Club $450.00
Images $70.00
International Relations Colloquium $265.00
International Students Association $200.00
Math Association of America $ 1 00.00
Medic-Aid-e $31.74
New Literary Publication $120.00
Newman Catholic Student Association $40.00
Outdoor Club $980.00
Political Science Club $125.00
Psychology Club $125.00
Ujamaa $630.00
Wooster Christian Fellowship $103.40
Wooster Debate Society $390.00
Wooster Medieval Society $250.00
TOTAL $10,216.69
Figures released by the Student Government Association.
r
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Tbckwpgh SUMMER JOBSon the
Chesapeake Bay
Work and play with campers and friends:
SailingWindsurfing
Waterskiing
Swimming
Tennis
Horseback Riding
and much more!
RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:
Saturday, February 20 ONLY!
LOOK FOR OUR DISPLAY IN LOWRY CENTER
YOU WONT REGRET SAYING HELLO!
If you can't be there call:
Jim Reilly at Camp Tockwogh (302) 571-695- 6
Contact Career Planning for more information.
Plan NOW For Your Summer
Security still
hot topic; next
move must be
victims'
continuedfrom front page
through a committee which was
iormea iouowing tne Uinstmas break
thefts. He added that the committee
was formed "clearly as a response to
the problems we've had."
Hales stated that the step the col-
lege is most likely to take would be to
install a "small card-ke- y system."
Currently, the committee is investi-
gating several possible card-ke- y com-
panies and systems.
It is most likely that card-ke- y locks
would be installed only on outside
doors due to the ereat exoense in
volved with making the conversion
from standard to card keys. It is
thought that card kevs would rjrovide
an extra level of security, but Hales
was quick to caution. "Nbthinz is
absolutely secure."
Hales stressed that the colleee saw
the card keys as another preventative
measure against theft, and added that
other types of precautions such as
video cameras would "rjrobablv not"
Deinstalled.
"Wedon't want lo look likeabank"
he explained.
Installation of the card-ke- v svstem
could begin over the summer, if that is
tne measure tne committee decides to
pursue.
COLLEGE
HTLLS
4600 Cleveland Rd.
Wooster, OH. 44691
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IPO Program of the Week
IPO T?FT FASP
Eastern Europe has opened up, and
along with it, so have many off-camp- us
study opportunities for Wooster
students. The ACMGLCA Czech
Program, based in Olomouc in the
CzechRepublic,offerefirsthand study
of a country transforming itself.
Why not spend next semester learn-
ing a new language, participating in
Dean Hopkins
exemplified
Wooster spirit
continuedfrom front page
and cared about it - he always clarified
any issue he addressed."
"I guess that's what all good law-
yers do... that's an immensely valu-
able trait," he added.
Hopkins, a lawyer by profession,
attended Harvard Law School fol-
lowing his graduation from Wooster
where he was a political science ma
jor.
After graduating from Harvard, he
joined Fackler and Dye, a law firm in
Cleveland. Hopkins was one of the
original partners in the Cleveland firm
known today as McDonald, Hopkins,
Burke and Haber.
Funeral services will be held Satur
day in Lakewood, OH.
field work, and living with Czech
students in university dormitories?
Wednesday, Feb. 17, returnees of the
program will be in the Lowry lobby
from Ham to 1pm and again at 4pm
in Lowry room 1 18 to provide more
information and answer any ques-
tions you may have.
Also, slides will be shown so you
can see with your own eyes just how
unique and exciting this experience
is.
...
andt a)hob totmorif
Budget airfares anywhere
Railpasses issued on the spot
International ID cards
Worldwide adventure tours
Travel Gear and Guidebooks
Expert travel advice
CcuncilTraucl
8 E. 13th Ave. Columbus, OH 43201
1-614-39-
4-8696
When was the last
time anything got
you this excited?
For your College of Wooster connection,
contact College Hills Honda!
345-520- 0
College Hills Honda
Chris Alghini '92
J
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Wooster seniors say I.S.'
EMILY SILVERMAN
Assistant Editor
I vividly recall a fine spring day my
sophomore year here at Woo. I ar-
rived home (from being, uh, out all
night) to Holden Hall and the smiling
face of my roommate, Wendy Grady.
Her boyfriend was there, and the two
of them were positively beaming. I'd
had a good night myself, but appar-
ently nothing like theirs.
"Whatwhat is it?" I demanded as
they beamed away. "Why are you
guys looking like that?"
We got engaged," said Wendy,
with an I-jus- t-goc engaged smile on
her face.
"Oh my God, my little Wendy!" I
shrieked, and I proceeded to hug
Wendy and John to death.
Wendy 's had that rock on her hand
ever since. And a whole lot of other
Wooster students have sinceacquired-- or
given-on- e, too. So, in honor of
Valentine's Day. I de
cided to talk to a few of
them about what it's like
to be doing LS. and plan-
ning a wedding, what
they re scaredand excited
about as they look towards the Big
Day, and some other stuff.
Anyway, without further "I do"
(ha, ha), here are four very brave
women and a very brave man.
So. when didyou get engaged, where
did you get engaged, when's your
wedding, am I invited (not), and were
you surprisedwas your fianci sur-
prised when the question waspopped?
Carolyn Kiss: Her fianci, who at-
tends graduate school at Emory Uni-
versity in Atlanta, graduated fron
Wooster last year. They got engaged
last December 18. and they want to
marry during the winter, in two or
three years. Was she surprised?
"We'd talked about it getting mar-
ried, and discussed that we'd be in-
terested in marryingwe were in a
motel room in Medina. We'd joked
around while Mike was still at
Wooster that he wasn't Greek and
we wouldn't be able to go to his
formals, so he threw me a formal.it
wasjust the two ofus, and he made me
get all dressed up; I thought we were
going out somewhere!" N
Katie Lederen Her fianci also
graduated last year from Wooster.
She got engaged this past Thanksgiv-
ing, m her hometown in New York
State. Her wedding is this July 3 (no
crashers, please).
"Gcmng engaged was a mutual
decisionIt was kind of strange.we
picked the ring together. It was like,
hey, let's get married! We're mod-
ern people!"
Wendy Grady: Her fiance gradu-
ated from another school, and they
were engaged in March of her sopho-
more year. Her wedding is July 3 1 of
this year, and she's probably expect-
ing a great gift from me.
"It wasn't really a surprise. We
had talked about it, but actually it
started as a joke. We were in the mall
and we went to a jewelry store. The
salesman asked if he could help us.
We happened to be near the engage-
ment nngs, so John said. 'Yes, we'd
like to look at engagement rings, and
I started trying them on. Then outside
the store, John was more serious
about getting engaged.
Sara Sutherland: Her fianci at-
tends the University of Aberdeen in
Scotland (but Sara wants you to know
he's from northern Ireland!), where
they met. They plan to marry at Christ-
mas in 1995.
"Yes, I was very surprised. I didn't
think it would be this soon. I think it
has to do with his special circum-
stances.- that he lives abroad."
Shawn Perry: The Voice's very
own Shawn Perry is a taken man.
ladies. He popped the question at
Christmas of 1991, and his fiancee
attends Kent State. The wedding is
July 3 nts a good thing he and
Katie don't have the same friends,"
he declared).
Shawn "kind of knew" for some
time that he was going to propose, but
"I really knew at this timc...she was
surprised at the way l aid
it. I made a video and
watched it with her in
front of her family on
Christmas Day."
Did she cry, Shawn?
"Oh, yeah."
Did her mother?
"Oh. yeah."
My next question is. who's been doing
most of the wedding planning, and
has it been stressful?
Carolyn: "I've just been leafing
through some magazines... we're wait-
ing for financial reasons, and to make
sure we can plan the wedding we
always wanted."
Katie: "It really is stressful, espe-
cially with LS.. and trying to plan a
wedding long-distanc- e. We're get-rin- g
married in New York, he's in
South Carolina, and I'm in
Ohio...people who get engaged in
college usually don't get married in
the college town-j- ny mom's had to
make a lot of the wedding decisions,
but I've approved of most of them."
Wendy: "John and I have done
most of the planning. It hasn't been
that stressfuLJ purposely did a lot of
planning over this past summer. I'm
sure it will get more stressful as the
school year comes to a close."
Sara: We have both been doing
the planning. It hasn't been thai stress-
ful, because the day is far away. The
happiness gets me through the stress
of being a senior."
Shawn: "She his fiance has been
doing most of the planning; most major
stuff is ready to go. I help as much as
I canshc runs things by me, asks
What do you think of this?"
What do you think ofyourfuture in-
laws, and don't lie.
Carolyn: "They're great, I love
rhem- .-
Katie: T don't know his mom as
well as I'd like to, but I've met his dad
many times. .,1 love him. He's her
fianci just like his dad."
Wendy: "I get along with my
future in-la- ws. They've been pretty
supportive, although they haven'tbeen
huge participants in wedding plan-
ning,
Sara: "His mother is adorable, just
adorable; we're bea friends. She geti
and 'I do'
me drunk."
Shawn: "My future in-la- ws are
great. They're literally like a second
family."
How do you feel when you get flack
from people saying, 'Why are you
getting married? You're too young.
You have your whole life ahead of
you...'?
Carolyn: "People ask me, 'how do
you know?' Mike and I have been
dating almost three years...people say
you're exposed to a narrow scope of
people by getting engaged, but
Mike's the type of person with quali-
ties I always wan ted.--we have similar
goals and morals. ..we've talked a lot
about our individual goals and we'd
never ask each other to sacrifice those
goals."
Katie: "I remember a line from
When Harry Met Sally. It goes some-
thing like, "When you finally find the
person you want to spend the rest of
your life with, you want the rest of
life to begin as soon as possible.
rour
always think of that why wail?"
Wendy: "I usually get upsetI'm
offended when people are so judg-
mental I understand people not being
ready to get married, but I am and they
should respect that."
Sara: "At first it concerned me too,
but I feel that it was meant to be and
I'm really looking forward to it."
Shawn: "I haven't gotten much of
thai. Sometimes guys are like, 'You
just lost your whole life, you're sign-
ing your life away.' I just shrug it off;
it's a normal male response, and
they're just joking around."
What are you most scared about?
Carolyn: "The thought that there's
always people out there you'll be at-
tracted to. I'll always want my rela-
tionship to have a spark. I wouldn't
want it to become routine."
Katie: "I'll be living in South Caro-
lina, far from home It'll be an adjust-
ment, and I'll only see my parents
about once a year. I also have mixed
feelings about changing my name.
It's like, 'Wait a minute, that name is
all I've ever known!"
Wendy: "Surviving financially.
We're both so young and don't have
established careers.
Sara: "Living in a different coun-
try without my immediate family close
by."
What are you most excited about?
Carolyn: "Home things like pick-
ing furniture. I know that sounds pa-
thetic (laughs), but we'll probably be
living together next year we want to
decorate our own place."
Katie: "Being with him we're so
far apart, and we've been working
together so hard to keep this working,
it'll be a relief just to be under the
same roof."
Wendy: "Finally being with John.
It's hard to be apart. We've been
engaged so long.
Sara: "Knowing I can see him ev-
ery day without a lot of obstacles in
crway,andbemg married tomy best
friend.'
Shawn: "Getting out of college,
getting a job it'll be a whole new
world, with new challenges. I'll be
starting my life and having her there
with me."
Wooster faculty not
completely heartless
ZACH VEILLEUX
Staff Writer
Believe itor not, faculty (you know,
those older people who are always
trying to teach you something) cel-
ebrate Valentine's Day, too.
And they have the same kind of
dilemmas about gifts that everybody
else goes through. In order to under-
stand a little bit more about their lives,
we talked to a few faculty members
and asked about their plans for the
14th and their remembrances of
Valentine's Days past.
Here's what a couple of them said:
"It's the 14th, right?" Bill Mor-
gan, biology professor. He plans to
run out and find a card sometime this
weekend for his wife.
Susan Clayton, psychology pro-
fessor say s the most romantic gift that
sticks out in her mind was a heart-shap- ed
box of candy she received
when she was fifteen.
Jeffrey Brodd, a religious studies
professor, says that last Valentine's
Day was very special because it was
Exposing the wonders
behind Woo's quirky
campus landmarks
GRAHAM STEVENS
StaffWriter
his first with his now-fianc- i.
"We give each other things all
throughout the year, so Valentine's
Day isn't that special," said Terry
Kershaw, a sociology professor, after
struggling to remember gifts from his
past His wife, Marilyn Kershaw, a
counselor in Hygeia, remembers the
flowers he put on their bed once, as
well as the pet rock she gave him
many years ago which was inscribed
with "To TK from MK."
President Copeland isn't sure
about his plans for this Sunday, and
refused to disclose any information
about what gifts might be exchanged.
According to Sam Marshall (a
graduate student at the University of
Tennessee), the best present his wife,
Margaret Hodge received from him
was a puppy he found at the Cincinatti
pound which they affectionately
named Mae vis, after a spider genus.
She is a biology professor.
"I always break up before any
holiday that requires a gift," says
Dwayne Davis, Director of Residen-
tial Life.
What makes Wooster uniqoe? -
The administration might boast that it is lit. The students would
probably say it is the fact that we have our meal tickets burned with
a hot piece of metal before we can eat or the fact that you have toapply
to live off-campu- s, ,
I disagree.These are less than ordinary, but not unique. Perhaps a
school in North Dakota which is also stuck in the dark ages and is
branding theirstudent identification cards. Maybe in Alaska, with its
fierce bear control problem, they have an equally stringent off-camp- us
living program. A few schools already have programs which
are similar to oor Independent Study ' ' ,
None, however, can boast the eclectic bunch of statues, structures,
and generally quirky things which exist right here amidst the corn
fields within the boundaries the College of Wooster.
Wooster alumni have poured thousands of dollars Into a series of
strange statues and bizarre gardens which have proven to be the
soarce ofcruel jokesamirafcms rumors am on
Dotkc the beautiful stone pedestal com plete with an engraved plaque,
yet no statue, just to the North of Andrews Library? Ever wonder
where that statue went? Howaboot the broken sundial next to Kauke
or the tennis courts next to Andrews with the potholes in them?
This Is the type of thing which makes a college unique No other
college could possIMj have a "tribute to the trees' next to their
admissions office or a church that looks like it ismadeof plaster blocks..
Even the Food Service at Wooster is unique. No other college could
possibly serve broccolini, Dutch pickle loaf, and Nancy's Chicken
Enchilada's. Who is this Nancy person arryway? Yogi Bears are in a
class of their own.When voa couple that with the copioas amounts of
garboozo beans and the recent addition of tofuyou are kft with Food j
Service at the CoOege of Wooster". Tnujr unique,
: In th e upcom ing ed itions ofThe Vo ke I will be ex ptoringthearchrves
of Wooster and exposing the stories and mysteries of the atypical
paraphernalia scattered about Wooster'a campus. The secret of Jhe
: PEC's wrought Iron bird, and the smoke-bellowin- g vent outside of
Stevenson are soon to be disclosed. In the next issue: What's op with
aUoftbose rocks next to GalpbtHaU?
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Salt much more than an
'alternative newspaper'
CHRIS HANSON
Staff Writer
The term "alternative newspaper"
just screams negative connotations.
The "alternative newspaper" at
Wooster, however, is not exactly an
underground radical political paper
run by crazed zealots. Instead, it's a
refreshing change of pace, home to
some of the most thought-provokin- g
and entertaining creative work avail-
able on campus.
Salt, the "alternative newspaper" at
Wooster, delivers some of the most
unique compositions and perspectives
around. Its varied mixture of poetry,
fiction, cartoons and humor make it a
singular publication on campus.
The paper, which uses a photocop-
ied format, also combines cheesy ad-
vertisements clipped from magazines
and newspapers with the text The
overall effect creates an altogether
relentless and exceptional array that
floods the newspaper, making for a
veritable plethora of images that
ranges from interesting to cool to ab-
surd to curious to zany to downright
kooky.
Salt was started by a senior English
major and a sophomore last semester
as an outlet for creative writing and
artwork. They aim to release it once
every few weeks this semester, de-
pending on the number of entries they
receive.
503 E. LIBERTY ST. PHONE: 264-45- 54
FREE DELIVERY - 'til 2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.!
2 Small Pizzas with 2 cans of pop ONLY $6.99!
3 item . . . additional ixezn $1.20
2 Medium Pizzas with 2-U- ter pop ONLY $9.99!
3 item . . . additional item $ 1 .20 (coven both pizzas)
2 Large Pizzas with 2-li- ter pop ONLY $12.99!
3 item ... additional item SI.40 (coven both pizzas)
DIMNG ROOM: Sun.-Thur- s. 4 p.m.
RunLirrkfl.
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from
the Fulbright Commission. Her goals
in the U.S. include meeting diverse
people and polishing her English.
Anna reports that she enjoys her
multiple roles as teacher, student, and
cultural representative at Wooster. She
likes taking classes for personal en-
richment without worrying about
grades, and interacting with both stu-
dents and staff during her year at the
College.
Two seniors live in the house: Sha- -
iS&SfjS?--
. RES
Available At TAN-U-TANNIN- G 416 E. Liberty St. Wooster PH. 262-183- 7 Mon. -
FACULTY &
Salt was created to act as a down to
earth creative release that would come
out multiple times during the year, as
opposed to the GoHard, which is more
polished and only comes out once a
year.
Once one reads and experiences
Salt firsthand, it becomes apparent
that the paper emphasizes free thought
and creativity. The first issue out mis
semester was five pages of wonderful
mayhem, dazzling creative writing,
and deep rooted, often hidden humor.
It's comparable to the U2 Zoo TV
tour extravaganza, overwhelming the
reader mentally.
While the analogy may be consid-
ered ungratifying, I mean it as ex-
tremely positive comment. The sheer
impactofmuch of the work has forced
me to read the first issue again and
again, finding something new each
time. It's fantastic.
It's important to keep in mind, how-
ever, that Salt isn't for everybody.
For instance, it ain't exactly Neander-
thal Sports Digest, but to anyone with
an open mind and interested in a new
and novel literary experience, it is a
publication for them. Salt provides
thoughtful diversion from the every-
day, and who knows, readers may just
gain a new appreciation for the term
"alternative newspaper."
Submissions to and questions about
Salt can be submitted to Campus Box
1802.
to 1 a.m Fri. & Sat4rnj
Mind-blowin- g Spring
Break beach party with
college students from all
over America.
To join call x-40- 98.
Very affordable prices.
maximum
nan rap
Getting a
LISA HANNAN
Staff Writer
"Don't Throw Shoes" performed
at the Underground Thursday, Janu-
ary 28, introducing two new mem-
bers, first-yea- rs Marie Kahl and Karen
Louis. The performance brought in a
good crowd leaving standing room
only.
But becoming a member of "Don't
Throw Shoes" is by no means an easy
process. Kahl and Louis were two of
the 25 people who tried out Audi-
tions consisted of telling a joke, par-
ticipating in improvisation, and creat-
ing a skit.
"We try to make the process as fun
for everyone as possible," said junior
"Don't Throw Shoes" member Josh
Elrod. Through the auditions, the
troupe tried to gain a sense of what
each person was like and how well he
or she would work with the other
German House: A few good women
GINA M. BOMBACI
Columnist
A groupofnine outstanding women
live in Luce Hall, Suite F. They are the
residents of German House.
Living in German House provides
many opportunities for exposure to
German language and culture. Ac--
bvines range from weekly coffee hours
and lunches where only German is
spoken, to German-languag- e films,
to singing German Christmas carols.
Non-reside- nt students of German are
also invited to German House pro-
grams, and department faculty are
closely involved.
This year's German House con-
tains three Ohioans, four from other
states, and two international residents.
Most have German or Austrian an-
cestors, and six are College Scholars.
TheGerman language assistant and
director of German House, Anna
Props t, is from the vicinity of Graz,
Austria. She received a scholarship
for secondary-scho- ol teachers
&yj& m
STUDENTS TAN FOR
new pair of 'Shoes'
members. Although there were three
students asked to join, only two ac-
cepted. According to both Kahl and
Louis, they were asked to join by a
letter in their mailbox and a pair of
Converse sneakers. When Kahl was
asked tojoin she was"overwhelmed."
"I couldn't believe it," she said.
"It's good because I feel like I have a
niche on this campus."
The troupe is still deciding on
whether or not to fill the third spot.
Next year will bring many changes
to the group. Seniors Andy Cobb and
Justin Boyd will graduate this May.
Cobb was one ofthe "original Shoes"
and upon his graduation, the troupe
that exists will be entirely new and
independent from the one originally
established about five years ago.
Cobb is excited about the troupe's
future and its new members. "They're
funny," he said. "They have stage
presence." He also emphasized his
COMMENTARY
ron Mortimer, a German Studies ma-
jor, and Erika Poethig, a political sci-
ence major and German minor.
Sharon stays busy in the Scot
Marching Band, Phi Beta Kappa, and
as a German department assistant and
tutor. Erika's long list of activites
includes being Co-Direct-or of the
Women's Resource Center, S.G.A.
Treasurer, the Political Science Club,
Students for Peace Through Action,
the Wooster Chorus, Volunteer Net-
work, and being a Westminster Pres-
byterian Elder.
Erika plans graduate study at the
University of Chicago in Urban Pov-
erty and Inequality, while Sharon will
study international development fo-
cusing on Eastern Europe. Sharon
spent spring 1992 studying in Berlin,
and Erika in Vienna.
Junior psychology major Barbara
Finley is known for coaching
Wooster's Ballroom Dance team and
teaching the popular Sidekicks class
in ballroom dancing. She is also cam-
pus co-representa- tive for The New
York Times.
Junior Mei Yee Poon is an econom-
ics major from Johor Baru, Malaysia.
She is involved in the International
Student Association and the Jenny
Student Aid Fund. Mei Yee was a
Sophomore Research assistant in sum-
mer 1992, and intends to spend sum-
mer 1993 in Germany. She summa
Fri. 8 to Mid. Sat. 1 to 9 Sun. 1 to 5 Visa MC Amex
$2.00 WITH
happiness with having the group con-
tinue. "It's important that it keeps
going. It was meant to be an ongoing?,
organization."
Next year's "Don't Throw Shoes"
brings with it many exciting changes
for the remaining members as well.
As sophomore Ellen Harris points
out, one of these changes will be a
greater balance between men and
women. "I feel lucky to be in the
position I'm in," Harris said. "I saw
the talent and drive of the original
Shoes but I also get to see the group
change and grow."
Elrod echoed these sentiments. "I'll
really miss working with Andy and
Justin but the group we have next year
has the ability to keep going and put-
ting out new material," he said
The new members look forward to
their involvement in the group. Ac-
cording to Louis,"It's a lot of fun. I'm
very optimistic. It's just crazy!"
rizes her future plans as: "Have Ger-
man, will travel."
Sophomore residents are Stefanie
Muntzel, Diane Randolph, Anastasia
Sever, and myself.
-- Stefanie is an English major and
education minor involved in W.R.C.,
SPAE.C.O.S.,organizingSoupand
Bread, and the Wooster Dance Com-
pany. Her mother is a native German,
and Stefanie spent a year of high
school in Germany. Diane, a sociol-
ogy major, also participates in the
Dance Company and E.C.O.S. and
formeriyauended a Gentian-langua- ge
school Her future plans are to study
abroad, teach elementary school, and
"have Madonna over for lunch."
Anastasia is a history major and
temporary SAB. publicity chair. This
summer she will research the HIV
virus at the Cleveland Clinic.
I am a political science major, Rus-
sian Studies minor. Amnesty Interna-
tional VP., Voice columnist. Sopho-
more Research assistant, and S.P.A.
member. I hope to do graduate work
in Russian and East European studies.
Comments about German House
life: "To understand the 20th cen-
tury... one must understand the Ger-
man context" (Erika); "Language is a
great asset, but to truly realize its
benefits, one has to experience it
speak and reach out" (Mei Yee
Applications from both meji and
women for nex tyear'sGerman fiouse
are due on Feb. IS, and may be ob-
tained from the German Department.
H
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Administrators and you:
a relationship built on... ?
I
Ediloc-nvOo- ef
It all began when my
Ifriend got the letter. It
seemed his father had made
a mistake on the financial
aid forms and the College
had discovered it So they
revoked his financial aid,
which I can understand.
After all. the College
doesn't want to get gypped.
No financial ai no prob-
lem, they told him. if he
could manage to pay the I
full tuition within a matter
of days.
Well, like most of us, my friend is
not usually in possession of multiple
thousands of dollars which he wants
to give to the College. It's hard enough
to get him to pay me back the five
dollars he owes me. So he called up
his dad, who for whatever reason de-
cided he was not going to pay the
college. I guess getting threatening
letters from an institution whose name
rhymes with livestock doesn't moti-
vate the guy.
The short story is, if my friend
wanted to stay in school here, he had
to forte over the cash, which meant he
was going to have to take his father to
court and sue him for it. Which is
exactly what he did. He called up his
attorney and began the proceedings.
In the meantime, he asked the school
to let him stay.
Nope, they said. Pay up or get ouL
To make the decision easier for him,
the school changed the lock on the
door to his room, sent letters to his
professors asking them to drop him
from their rosters, and ultimately re-
voked his LD. No more of that good
Lowry food.
Not just one member of the admin-
istration provided him this "option''
either. My friend had meetings with
the President, the Vice-Preside- nt for
Finance, the Dean of Students, and
the College Controller's office.
Editor"sNotr. The title of this office
itself inspires Orwell ian images,
doesnt it? He also met with the
Financial Aid Office, which, to its
Hou Greeks See
the Vo'ice
4 i
credit, was actually a help
to my friend.
The messages he got
from these offices, with the
exception of Financial Aid,
were eerily consistent:
"Wow, you have to sue your
father? Sucks to be
youWeren't you sup-
posed to be out of here two
weeks ago?"
I tried to stay neutral
throughout all this, although
I really felt for my friend.
After all, he was in the position of
having to sue his father, something
which I know was a little disconcert-
ing and a lot depressing for him. And
the college's response? Well, allow
me to share some selected excerpts of
the administrations final communi-
que with him on the matter
--Dear .
"It is my understanding from Pro-
fessor that you are attending his
class. You are not enrolled at the
College this semester, nor have you
paid for any courses In fact, accord-
ing to the Registrar and the Control-
ler, you are not eligible to register for
this senxster because there is a finan-
cial hold on vchjt registration due to an
outstanding balance in your account
Consequently, you must remove
yourself from all courses you may be
attending
"If you refuse to comply with this
request, I will have no other choice
but to request Security to remove you
from campus and, ifnecessary, charge
you with trespass. We simply cannot
tolerate this behavior.
"Sincerely yours-.-
"'
When I enrolled at Wooster, part of
what attracted me was the smallness
of the school. People at Wooster get
individual attention, I was told as a
prospective student I'd be a name,
not a number, and I wouldn't slip
through the cracks.
No,of course I wouldn't-wh-o needs
cracks when there's a giant canyon
continued on page 7, col. 3
Metaponto: Archaeology
of the Greek countryside
1
Accident
zvaiting
Happen
Cohnnmst
I'm pissed. Yes, I am re-
ally Iquite pissed. I doubt
you've any idea at all how
pissed I am.
'You see, it's all about my
last article in the Voice. You
didn't even know I had a to
last piece, did you? No. of
course not You haven't an
inkling,notadue, and that's
because of all this Greek
ntilicrap that's surfaced lately.
Of course you didn't see I
my column. It was wallow-
ing in a pool of Creek turd. And I'm
pissed about it
Now don't get me wrong. I've re-
ally nothing at all against the various
sections and clubs at this college. It'sjust that when any of them does some-
thing really quite dumb, something
plain stupid, which brings onto itself
all that crap and stuff from evervone
else, that's when I get just a little bit
annoyed. And, when that really dumb
and inane thing by chance or some-
thing gets into the way of one of my
columns, that's when I get more than
just a little annoyed. I get pissed. The
total innecessity of it all just cracks
me up in all the wrong ways. You
know, it shatters me. It really does.
Now about all this hazing business,
I don't think I'd ever in the world
figure out why some people choose to
do some pretty bizarre things in the
usually honorable name of sisterhood
and brotherhood. It strikes me aw-
fully irappropriate somehow. Jeez, I
don't know. You tell me.
First, I would hesitantly mention
that I seriously doubt whether any of
it actually works. You tell me again.
Other than that, I would think that
these sections should know that such
behavior will invariably attract the
voracious and much unwanted (I sup
pose) attention of the college popula-
tion, including ever-inquisiti- ve and
news-hung- ry members of the Voice.
I mean, so what if most Creeks are
latent homosexuals experiencing the
surfacing of subconscious masochis-
tic fantasies? Who cares? Who gives
a s ? I don't Apart from
feeling that dividing sec-
tions by gender is sexist, I
frankly could not care less
about the various sexual
orientations involved in
those. My reasoning is that
sections could help them-selv- es
by not making so that
this particular point would
be of no logic being stuffed
into some newspaper col-
umn and actually working.
Actually doing what it's
supposed to da Being successful.
Youknow.myioornmate'samem-be- r
of a section on campus. I don't
really understand why he joined, and
to be perfectly honest I don't care, but
certainly he's as given to his own
decisions as I am to mine. I respect
that Incidentally, he's rather big into
Hellenic civilization, but that's an-
other story. I don't see much wrong
with anyone pledging, but when the
actionofone'sjoiningasecDon sparks
off such furor and, I dare say, panic,
then something's wrong. Something's
dead wrong. It's not right
Anyway, I'm not proclaiming my-
self as an expert on this matter. Not at
all, my experience with Greek life has
been as uninvolved as possible.
All of it beats me, it beats the hell
out of me. I would really like a clue.
Does anyone have a clue? Would
anyone please give me a clue? With-
out a clue, all I can say is that if
sections are to exist on this campus,
then for my column's sake, at least
changes are needed to ensure we re-
frain from this unnecessary nonsense.
I'm just concerned about is the silly
and annoying repercussions resulting
from sectional activity. As I said, I'm
not an expert and I refrain from delv-
ing specifically into Greek life. You
tell me. Are you telling me yet?
Jeez, I don't know what most of
their names are, what with all those
strange letters, those Greek letters and
alL It all beats me, it surely beats me
good. All those Betas, and Thetas,
and Omegas. It's, it's all Greek to me.
n warn. vvmsn
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Speak your mind
What are yourplansfor Valentine's Day?
IT" J
;r
LA TANYA DOUTHARD
sophomore
"Wait at home for that special man
to come by. (Hint!)"
Letters
Greek student expresses disappointment
with attitude of campus independents
I am writing this in regards to the
recentcontroversy" entertaining this
campus pertaining to the Greek pledg-in- g
process. Frankly, I am a link
disappointed in what I have been hear-
ing from non-Gree-ks throughout the
campus. I'm disappointed because of
the narrow-mindedne- ss on the part of
the Independents' attitudes towards
something they truly do not under-
stand. We are taught from the first
day we arrive here in our Seminar
classes to open our minds enough to
be able to accept things we do not
understand or have never experienced;
not to condemn what we do not com-
prehend. That is why I see this anti-Gre- ek
or anti-pledgi- ng attitude as so
hypocriticaL This campus sends a
message that ignorance is the base of
all racism, sexism, suppression, etc.,
and then turns around and forms some
kind of opinion which has no basis.
Practice what you preach. Seriously,
do you honestly think we beat the
pledges with 2x4s?!
As for the argument that pledges do
not "enjoy" the pledging process be-
cause it is so demeaning and degrad-
ing, well I went through the pledging
process and I never once experienced
anything as degrading and demean-
ing as the speech codes that I am
forced to live under on this campus
(Read the Scot's Key).
Another point I would like to touch
on is the fact that the way the Greek
system is set up, it is a totally volun-
tary activity, ifyou want to be a part of
it - then you have that choice, and if
you don' t want to be a part of it - then
that is your choice also; and the last
NOTE: Letters can
BRYAN KOEPP
first-ye- ar student
"Give the women a call and 'sleep
in."
time I checked, this campus is sup-
posed to be pro-choi- ce. If you decide
to become part of the Greek commu-
nity, then you are given that opportu-nit- y,
if it is not your "cup of tea," then
you quit, deactivate, whatever, but
you can withdraw. And if you are so
emotionally unstable that one or two
weeks of pledging scars you for life,
don't blame the pledging process,
blame the 18-2- 0 years of life you have
gone through previously that has got-
ten you to that point of mentalemo-
tional instability. Do you blame the
needle when a drug user acquires
HTV7
And finally, as for Mr. Hallman, it
was sickly amusing watchingjvw take
a shot at the Peanuts and the restof the
Greek organizations and then go run-
ning behind this paper and the rest of
this Nazi-but-libe- ral (think about it)
campus. And the statements about
the Peanuts' psychosexual games and
about most Greeks being latent ho-
mosexuals, weren't you one of the
"protesters aimed at Kappa Chi" last
spring because of the Krappers'
hornophobiaand gay bashing? Isn't
that the pot calling the kettle black?
Maybe you should be in front of some
judge instead of two Greek organiza-
tions on this campus. Maybe I should
take you to J-Bo- ard for offending me.
But no, I don't have to run to someone
on any authoratative council to deal
with my problems when someone
offends me.
D. JASON SLONE
sophomore
Kappa Chi active
not exceed 300 words
LIS A OSTERMUELLER
junior
"I'm going on a fabulous, romantic
run-aw- ay weekend."
The legend of the
computer network
After spending my first semester in
Wooster, I have finally realized that
the only thing giving me gray hair is
our very own oveny-adverus- ed UM-le- ge
of Wooster Computer Services.
When I was applying to the Col-
lege, I read pamphlets about com-
puter services that stressed the ease
and availability ofacquiring access to
the college network. Frankly, I feel
cheated by the computer center.
Holden, the largest dorm on cam-
pus, has only two computers and one
printer. When I asked, "Why are
thereonlytwocomputers in Holden?"
I was told, "You are meant to have
your own computer so you can use the
network."
After some time I bought a com-
puter, and was looking forward to
getting connected to the legendary
campus network. I called two days in
a row asking ACS to connect my
room and there was no response. Fi-
nally, I went to the computer center
and asked them to connect my com-
puter to the network. The reply I got
was, "Sorry, some parts of Holden
cannot be connected since we are not
at full capacity." So for me, the net-
work services remained a legend.
The point is this. Why have a
network service outlet in every room,
when the computer center cannot con-
nect all the students?
If this is the case, please stop ad-
vertising "great services" when you
cannot deliver them. Some students
pay a substantial amount of money to
attend this school. Therefore it be-
comes an educational right for every
student to be connected to the net-
work. This makes it possible for them
to enhance their education by using
the facilities that are supposed to be
available to them.
RAVIBEDI
first-ye- ar student
compiled by ALFRED
SEAN HARRIS
junior
To be by myself again, unless
some eligible young lady wants to
keep me company.
The harsh reality of a
student's relationship with
the administration
continued from page 6
that seems to be centralized in Galpin
Hall?
Section DC.partA of the Scot's Key
reads: "Because the College places a
high value on the sanctity of the indi-
vidual, it will not tolerate any behav-
ior which in any way undermines the
emotional, physical or ethical integ-
rity of any member of its commu-
nity." Apparently, this creed applies
only to students, for I would argue
that the emotional stress and distress
my friend suffered because he was
required to sue his father did not seem
THOMPSON, Public Opinion Editor
photos by TAKO PLATE
-
-
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UDAYA THOMAS
senior
"I'm gonna spend it with my
significant other. We're going to
the Candlelight Breakfast on
Thursday, out to eat and to the
Winter Gala."
to matter much to those very adminis-
trators whose very job it is to enforce
the codes in the Scot's Key. I'll note
that "harassing phone calls or letters"
is listed as one of the mam infractions
of this code. I think my friend would
say he had been harassed-jud- ge for
yourself from the above.
Sanctity of the individual? Or
thickness of the wallet? I think I know
which is truly at work here.
Editor's note. My friend's father
did finally pay the College; the check
arrived yesterday. Now he'sjustwait-
ing for the paperwork to clear. I hope
he doesn't starve before that...
If you have any complaints, questions, suggestions, or
compliments concerning The Wooster Voice, feel free
to call us at x2598.
The members of the Voice staff seek to improve the
accuracy, fairness, quality, and credibility of the paper
and we welcome any input from the student body,
faculty, staff or administration.
Story ideas? News tips?
Give us a call at x2598
(216)263-259- 8
or drop us a note in campus box 3 1 87
The Wooster Voice
Friday, February 12
Happy Hour!! The Under-
ground 5 6:45- - p.m.
Red Pin Special in Scot Lanes
from 9 p.m. - 1 1 pjn.! Win Free
Games!
Saturday, February 13
Winter Gala 1993: Celebrat-
ing a Decade! Lowry Center
Ballroom, 8:30 p.m.- - 12:30 a.m.
Featuring the Jimmy Dorse y Or-
chestra Directed by Jim Miller.
The College of Wooster Jazz
Ensemble will also appear
begining at 8:30 pjn. Come en-
joy this Wooster tradition of "A
Gala Winter Evening"
Suday, February 14
Art Wall Exhibit: The Earth
Healing - paintings and collages
by local artists curated by Susan
Shie. Lowry Center Art Wall
Bowling League - Scot Lanes,
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m., Mateer, FREE
Classic Film: Guys and Dolls
(Marion Brando and Frank Sinatra
are paired as two lovable rogues
in New York, trying to snare a
jackpot along with the affections
of Jean Simmons and Vivian
Blaine)
Wednesday, February 17
Video Night,The Underground,
$.50 - Tom Cruise Night!
8 p.m. - Days of Thunder ("It's
a 200 - mile- - an-- hour hit!
Pat Collins. WWOR-TV- , The
monster hit of the summer Iwas
double-clutchin- g all the way."
Norman Mark. WMAQ- - TV
Chicago)
10 p.m. - Top Gun (Top Gun
captures the exilement of the
pilot's world with cockpit-vie- w
aerial scenes, nonstop action and
a sensational soundtrack!)
.
Thursday, February 18
Mysteries in the Underground
- 10 p.m. -- 11 pjn.. $.50
Amurdcr is about to be commit-
ted! Everyone is witness to the
crime as they play detective! A
$50.00 Cash Prize will be given
to the one "Master Sleuth"!
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Wooster alum Williams returns to College as guest
saxophone with Jazz Ensemble at McGaw tonight
SHAWN PERRY
A & E Editor
Xi Chi Psi
ALL-CAMP- US PARTY
Tonight 9-- 1
Featuring campus bands:
Harmon's Depot
&
The Two Timers
, :
, f
, L
Saxophonist Tyrone Williams, a 1986
Harmon's Depot and the Tvvo Timers
to perform in Armington tonight
OLIVER YABORAWORSKI
A & E Writer
Harmon's Depot brings their ex-
tended jams to the third section of
Armington tonight in an evening of
live music hosted by Xi Chi Psi.
Doors open at 9:30 p.m. with the
show set to kick off with Harmon's
special guests The Two Timers tak-
ing the stage at 10. Refreshments will
be provided by Xi Chi Psi.
Harmon's Depot formed about four
years ago when three first-year- s; Tho-
mas Jackson, Chris Strom polos, and
Jeff Mettee, living on the same hall,
formed a CSN type trio with Jeff and
Tom playing guitar and Chris playing
harrnonica.
The next year they met their current
drummer senior Gary Carr and moved
away from folk to a more rockimpro-
visation oriented sound with Jeff and
Tom play ing guitar and Chris moving
over to keyboards. After performing
alumnus, will play with the Wooster
with several bass players during the
past few years, Jeff finally switched
from guitar to bass and the band added
rhythm guitarist senior Kevin
Cavanaugh to complete the current
line-u- p.
Harmon's Depot has played sev-
eral campus gigs this year, most nota-
bly this fall's Bacchanallia. Harmon's
plays mostly originals but also in-
cludes songs by Sly and the Family
Stone, the Allman Brothers and the
Rolling Stones. According to Jeff
Mettee, Harmon's will be joined to-
night by a guest vocalist, senior Andy
Cobb, on a number of songs.
The Two Timers also formed as a
folk trio with Juniors Ryan Baxter on
vocals and both Jamie Rhejene and
Steve Smail on guitar. A few weeks
later sophomore Tom Karpf (former
bass player for Lemon Scented Moth-
ers and Lint Farm) joined the group
after answering an add placed on a
wall in Lowry Center. The band was
unable to find a drummer until senior
Dana Deweese joined a few weeks
later. Ryan then invited sophomore
guitarist Ron "J unior" Hustwit, tojoin
the group, thus giving The Two Tim-
ers their very distinctive, Lynyrd
Skynyrd influenced, three guitar
sound.
The band plays a mix of southern
and classic rock as well as other dis-
tinctive groups such as the Pixies,
Galaxy 500 and U2.
Both bands will be joining Two
Moons at the Underground March 27
for SAB's campus bands night.
photo provided by SAB
Jazz Ensmble tonight in McGaw.
Professor Duda to give
'repeat' performance
JUSTIN BOYD
Assistant A & E Editor
Wooster Professor of Music,
Theodor Duda will give a recital this
Sunday.Feb. 14,at 7:30p.m. inGault
Recital Hall, Scheide Music Center.
The recital is free and open to the
public.
The recital is tilled A(n Almost)
20th Anniversary Recital because the
program is essentially the same one
that Duda did for his senior recital as
an undergraduate at The Baldwin-Walla- ce
College Conservatory of
Music on May 6, 1973. His accompa-
nist is also the same.Elizabeth Barany-Schlauc- h.
adjunct professor at
Wooster and a fellow Baldwin-Wallac- e
graduate.
The program will commence with
three songs by Georg Phil lipTelcmann
(1681-1767- ). just as the recital did in
tone
Saxophonist and College of
Wooster alum Tyrone Williams will
be the special guest performer with
the Wooster Jazz Ensemble tonight
beginning at 8:15 p.m. in McGaw
Chapel.
Admission is free to the College
community.
Williams graduated from Wooster
in 1986 with a bachelor's degree in
saxophone performance. He is also
an alumnus of the Duke Ellington
School of Performing Arts in Wash-
ington D.C. He currently lives in
Englewood. California, where he is
director of music at the Oasis Chris-
tian Church of Los Angeles.
Williams is the leader of Anointed
Horn Ministries, which has performed
and given worship music seminars in
the U.S., Ghana, and the Bahamas.
The group will travel this year to
Israel. He recorded an album, 'To
Him Be the Glory Forever,' in 1991
and plans to release a second album
this spring.
Williams performed as a student
for four years with the Wooster Jazz
Ensemble, then under the direction of
Stuart Ling, and was active at the
Second Baptist Church.
1973. Assisting on the Telemann
piece will be associate professor of
music Thomas Wood on violin. It
will be followed by seven selections
from a song cycle by Hugo Wolf
(1860-1903- ), which in its entirety
consists of forty-si- x songs. The first
and last songs on Sunday's program
were not included in the 1973 recital.
Also new to the program is a scries
of five songs written by Duda himself
called "In Innocence, in Vain" which
he composed in a five-wee- k period
early in 1981.
The recital will conclude with a
group of eight songs by French com-
poser Francis Poulenc (1899-196- 3)
based on anonymous poems of the
17ih Century. Entitled, "Chansons
Gaillardcs,' the cycle is a group of
light-hearte-d and sometimes lewd
poems first performed by the com-
poser himself on piano in 1926.
LOADED WEAPON (PG-13- )
7:15 & 9:15
. HOMEWARD BOUND (G)
7:00 59 .00
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Annual Winter Gala
set to roll once again(Pa
frll
photo provided by NEWS SERVICES
The 1993 Winter Gala, featuring The Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra
(directed by James R. Miller), is set to be held tomorrow night at 8:30
in the Lowry Center Ballroom. The Wooster Jazz Ensemble will also
be performing. The event is open to College students, faculty, and
staff. Semi-form- al dress is preferred.
EMPOWER PEER EDUCATION PROGRAM
Open house Feb. 15, 9 pm
Luce Hall formal lounge
EMPOWER members present programs about
issues that effect your life such as alcohol use and
abuse, acquaintance rape, AIDS, and divorce.
Come enjoy mocktalls and munchies and learn
more about the 1 993 program.
The Department of English invites submission to Wooster's
ANNUAL WRITING
For outstanding
DEADLINE: March 1,
--The Donaldson Prize for fiction
--The Kinsey Prize for Poetry
--The Academy ofAmerican Poets College
Poetry Prize
--The Vonna Hicks Poetry Prizes
A&E
StiffRecords9 Lowe: 'I remember the
night the kid cut off his right arm'
JOHN WEIKART
Staff Writer
In 1976, things were starting to
look bleak on the music scene. Some-
thing had gone terribly wrong with
rock and roll. Maybe it was ail ine
fault of that SgL Pepper thing the
Beatlest) AAtl aa khadn4 donetviA nSnAnine iia4rYears oifearlier.liAT TtIt
had seemed like a good idea at the
time, butever since then all these rock
bands had been trying to show how
good they were.
Sure, Emerson, Lake, and Palmer
and Led Zeppelin played their instru-
ments well, while bands like Yes and
Genesis were developing bolder and
more ambitious concepts for their al-
bums. David Bowie was doing some
really interesting theatrics. The Kinks
and The Who had gotten awfully good
at making "rock operas. They must
have all been good because they were
selling lots of records and tickets.
Yes, they were all good musicians
and their lyrics were often polysyl-
labic. They were "recording artists."
They were also duller than can be
imagined. Elvis Presley had never
been good, though. He had just been
sort of odd, as had the early Beatles
and Rolling Stones. They were not
musical virtuosos, but they made
cheap little pieces of vinyl that were
fun to listen to. Records like Wingsat
the Speed ofSounds and the Stones
BlackandBlue,however, were threat-
ening to produce a generation of co-
matose rock and roll fans.
In England, the Sex Pistols and
punk announced themselves and their
disdain for this sorry state of things.
This was a good sign but there were a
lot of people who wanted this kind of
cheap trashy music but felt that bodily
mutilation should not be required.
A few of these people put together
a cheap trashy enterprise called Stiff
records. Even the label on their first
single, Nick Lowe's "So It Goes,
was an attention catcher. It simulta-
neously embraced and poked fun at
the commercialism of the record in-
dustry, announcing that the record
was "electronically recorded while
the catalog number of the record was
"BUY 1. From this point on, each
Stiff record would urge the shopper to
purchase a larger number.
But the real story was in the music.
No atmospheric DarkSide oftheMoon
fiction; poetry, and critical writing
1993
More than $1500 in prize
money to be awarded
Deposit typed manuscripts
outside Kauke 241
hfe Prof. Defc SbUk, ext. 2402
RECORD REVIEW
lead-i- n, no synthesizer solo, just a few
quick guitar chords that seem to
awaken us and Nick Lowe from the
deep sleep we had been in from hear- -
ing Rod Stewarttoo often. Nick Lowe
- - lt he aaacries (someAAmA.is so moved that out
thing that sounds like) "I remember
the night the kid cutoff his right arm."
It's fun, it's loud, it was recorded for
very little money and sounds like it,
and it doesn't make much sense.
The Stiff Records Box Set collects
96 songs released in the label's ten
year existence. Nearly every one of
these songs, most of them singles,
warrants the above description. Al-
most every song has a simplicity and
humor that seem to mock the preten-
sions of mainstream seventies rock.
Some of the material here is fairly
well known. Elvis Costello's early
singles are here, including "Alison
and "Less than Zero" and Devo's
"Jocko Homo" should be very famil-
iar. There are also more early tracks
from Nick Lowe including the wry "I
Love my Label," and "Mary Pro-
vost," about a silent screen actress
A play exploring the use of alcohol and
other drugs in the college environment
and its relation to acquaintance rape.
Realistic situations are presented with rich
and dark humor.
A discussion facilitated by the
actor writers will follow.
Tuesday, February 16
4:30 p.m.
Lowry Main Lounge
Page 9
devoured by her pet dog. ThePogues,
Madness, the Damned, and Graham
Parker are some other better known
bands. The wonderfully tacky Ian
Duty has several songs including
"Sex & Drugs & Rock & Roll"
Many of the real gems, however,
are from bands that were never really
heard from again after one or two
quick Stiff singles. Alberto y Lost
Trios Paranoias' "Kill," in which the
singer announces that he plans to "cut
me liver out and nail it to your door,"
is either a great punk record or a great
parody of one. Lene Lovich's cover
of "I Think We're Alone Now" and
John Otway's take on "Green Green
Grass of Home" tear down the senti-
ments of the originals, reminding us
not to take a pop song too seriously.
There is a lot ofother great stuff on
this album, most of it utterly obscure
and out of print for years before this
set came out. The sound heard in
these recordings is a bunch of people
having a great time providing some of
the first sides of what is now being
called "alternative" music. This set
doesn'thaveany extended instrumen-
tal jams and no unifying concept or
storyline. It's just a lot of fun.
Sponsored By:
Drug and Alcohol Education Committee. The Office of the Dean of Students. TheThe Women's Studies Program,Wonen's Resource Center, Residential Life.
Student Health Services. Wayne County Alcoholism Services
Last call AT HARAMBEE fe-fTf- k 55 : tfUKSMAW AD cSPlKt "THE ni4t I rr c I w- - "i in "for alcohol BRJfW5' At4 RKS MAN LxjqKS To BZ WWg Mill
This is the
"Going out of
column.
They're
unit
Htmor Columnist
closing us down, condemned like
Speedy's Pizza.
Between the administration's policy
the WoosJer campus, theongoing saga
of Campus in-Secu- rity, and President
Cope Land and Yvonne Williams re-sign- ing
and George Bush beingchased
out of office hke sewer rats in front of
a gasoline fire, there's nobody left to
rip on.
Humor has become such a scarce
commodity that rationing is on, be-
ginning this day. It's become easier to
find a quality source of Wood opium
on campus than anyone with a sense
of humor.
It was like the other week when
Jeremiah tried 10 ex plain to the rest of
the Xi Chis that his hale humorous
aside questioning their sexuality was
"a joke." They were still laughing
when they left him bound, gagged,
and wearing only a pink tutu in front
of the front of The Depot. A search is
ongoing for his remains.
That doesn't mean we won't try to
find someone to rip on that is. There
is always Micheal Jackson, for in-
stance. But that's almost boring. It's
hke A. Whitney Brown said, "What's
the point in flogging a dead horse,
other than for the pure joy of it, I
mean."
So we'll stear clear of Michael be-
cause at the rate his pigmentation is
going the poor crotch grabbing bas-
tard would probably bruise like a
speeding motorist in a BMW at the
hands of the Detroit City Police.
Maybe we shouldn't be so nega-
tive, maybe we should devote this
space instead to saying something
positive, or telling uplifting stories
about people overcoming tragedy and
catastrophe and incontinence.
For instance, how about a story
about a humor columnist who over-
comes bad editors, a moronic cam-
pus, and a quality drug habit to go on
to produce truly mediocre humor.
Wow! It could be a T.V. movie! We
can see it now. Drew Banymore as
the tyranical editor Lauren Cohen,
who will stop at nothing to hoard the
entire campus supply of condoms.
We think Josh's character could be
played by Tony Danza (whom we
have always secretly felt deserves an
Oscar.) Jason could be played by the
white kid with the afro-wi- g that they're
using in the "Young Michael Jack-
son Pepsi commercials. Herve
Vilechez or Gary Coleman can play
Smurph because, let's be honest, they
both need the work.
But then so do a lot of people:
George Bush. Dan Quayle, Marge
Schott, Zoe Baird's baby-sitte- r, and
Mike Ditka. Whether or not Bill
Clinton can take a break from his role
as America's favorite game show host
and help these people remains to be
seen, for now at any rate.
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Runners impressive in
early season performances
PAUL KINNEY
Staff Writer
Despite running without most of
their big guns, the Fighting Scots men's
and women's track teams neverthe-
less turned in some impressive early
season performances over the week-
end at Oberlin.
- The women picked up three wins
and the men one in a field which
featured teams such as Case Western
Reserve, Heidelberg, Hiram, John
Carroll and Ohio Wesleyan.
Junior Clare Roberts sprinted to
victory in the 400 meter dash and
added a strong leadoff leg in the win-
ning 4x200 meter relay team to lead
the Wooster women.
"Clare ran a super quarter (60.78
seconds), especially after a particu-
larly tough week of practice," co po-
rnenuxih coach Dennis Rice. "She
also gave us the lead right off the bat
in the relay."
The 4x200 meter relay team won
with a quick time of 1:53.05. The
other members of the relay with Rob-
erts included junior Shannon O'Neill,
senior Barbie Thompson and first-ye- ar
Melia Arnold.
The Fighting Scot women received
their other victory from junior Emily
Moorefield, who cruised to a win in
the 3000 meter run with a time of
1 1 : 1 5.65. Sophomore Michelle Alviti
added a third in the shot put (34'9"),
Uptown
Downtown
Thrift
Boutique
250 West North St.
Wooster 262-973- 5
(Actom from the Wooster Food Co-o- p)
Specializing; in designer
labels and jewelry:
- Forenza
- Banana Republic
-- GAP
-- J. Crew
- LX. Bean
with selections UNDER $10.00
SLUDGERS & PUTTERS inc.
FAMILY FUN CENTER
PRESENTS
INDOOR TRACK
while O'Neill (55 meter dash),Thomp-so- n
(400 meter dash) and Arnold (55
meter high hurdles) all added fourth
place finishes.
First-ye- ar standout Alex Dawe ac-
counted for the men's lone win of the
evening, speeding to an impressive
9:1025 in the 3000 meter run.
Case Western Reserve's Steve
Cullun, a former Wooster High
standout, spoiled a Wooster sweep of
the event with a second place show-
ing as sophomore Paul Kinney Junior
Wheeler Spaulding and senior Chris
Levy finished third through fifth re-
spectively. "We fairly dominated that --
event," said Rice. "Those four ran
really good times for this early in the
season."
Senior Jason Hudson added a sec-
ond place finish for the men in the 1 00
meter run, and the Scots also picked
up a pair of thirds from sophomore
Dan Hawes, junior Dave Bower,
sophomore Pieter Salverda and first-ye- ar
Damon Holmes in the 4x200
meter relay ( 1 :36.35), and from first-ye- ar
Mike Wentzel (55 meterhurdles).
Picking up fourth place finishes for
the men were Holmes (55 and 300
meter dashes) and first year Matt
Jarusinski (pole vault)".
Senior Marc Debree and Hawes
finished with fifth place showings in
the shot put and the 800 meter run
respectivley.
Ohio Wesleyan's women took first
in the meet with 1 64 points, followed
by John Carroll (81), Case Western
Reserve (74), Oberlin (53). Wooster
(5 1), Heidelberg (18)and Hiram (0).
Ohio Wesleyan's men grabbed first
(145), followed by Case Western
Reserve (107), John Carroll (83),
Woostrer (61), Oberlin (39), Heidel-
berg (32) and Hiram (16).
"Both teams performed well con-
sidering that we just came off a hard
week of training and since we ap-
proached this meet with more of an
individual emphasis in mind," stated
Rice. "We can really start focusing
on the conference championships."
The Scots are scheduled to run at
the Baldwin Wallace Invitational on
Friday and at Ohio Northern on Satur-
day.
& SPORTS PARK
TIE VILLAGE OF VttlEYBALL
FEATURING
SIX NEW LIGHTED WHITE SAND COURTS
LEAGUES & TOLfWpiTS
boy's, girl's. & co-e- d 3's. 4 s &9 6 s
SPECIAL HIGH SCHOOL ONLY LEAGUE!
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL ' tWoOIO
OR WRITE TO: 493-08- 00
The Village of Volleyball. P.O. Box 496.forrNtti)RG. Quo. 443Z3
Women suffer up and
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
The Wooster women's basketball
team split their two games of the
week. The Fighting Scots (12-- 8 over-
all, 9--5 NCAC) --defeated Earlham at
home on Saturday 83-5- 0, and Wooster
dropped its Wednesday contest to De-
fiance 68-5- 3.
Wooster finds itself in third place in
the North Coast Athletic Conference
with two conference games left.
Against Earlham on Saturday af-
ternoon in the Timken Gymnasium,
Wooster jumped on the Quakers early
and held the lead for the remainder of
the contest. The Scots built up a 42-1- 9
halftime bulge, before coasting to
their ninth NCAC win.
Three Fighting Scots scored in
double figures. Leading the way was
senior post LaSonya Crawl who
scored 17 to go along with her 10
rebounds. Junior wing Bridget Smoot
chipped in with 12 to go along with
hereightassists. First-ye- ar postCatina
Taylor threw in 10 points as well as
pulling down five rebounds.
"We played fairly well and very
well at times. The defense was pretty
" goodTWe kept the leading scorer in
the NCAC (Earlham 's Shannon
Ferguson) to 14 points," commented
seventh-yea- r head coach Chris Hart
On Wednesday evening, the Scots
traveled to Defiance to take on the
Lady Jackets. Wooster were behind
by 12 at the half, 68-5- 3.
The Scots shot only 30.4 percent (
7-2-3) from the field in the first half.
The Lady Jackets took advantage
of Wooster's poor shooting as well as
, f .'ft
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photo by JOSHUA FAGANS
First-ye- ar guard Julie Paolano topples over an Earlham player chasing
a loose ball. This type of hustle led the Scots to an 83-5- 0 win.
The 'Jump Sisters' continue a
WAA RELEASE
The last time Kris ten and Suzanne
Whi taker swam on the same team it
ended in disaster.
In high school in Minnesota, the
Whi takers spent a year together on
the Blake School swimming team, a
team that was expected to finish in the
top Five in the state. However, in the
high school championship finals, the
Whitaker sisters both disqualified
from relays; Kristen left too early in
the 200 medley and Suzanne jumped
too soon in the 400 freestyle relay, to
destroy the team's chance at a top
finish.
Some who remember their high
school performances still refer to them
as the'jump sisters."
Now the Whi takers are trying to
avoid that same fate as Kristen, a
senior, and Suzanne, a first-yea- r, are
swimming for Wooster.
Kristen, a team captain and key
butterflyer for the Fighting Scots,
claims that she never planned on swim-
ming at Wooster, in fact she never
even planned on attending Wooster.
"Everyone in my family has at-terKkdWoost- er-rny
grandparents, my
U. 1 1 r ;
Wooster's 2 1 turnovers in turning the
Scots away.
Bright spots for Wooster were
Crawl, who scored 1 1 and added nine
rebounds," and senior wing Tammy
Berger, who threw in 12 points.
The Fighting Scots take on first-pla- ce
Ohio Wesleyan in an NCAC
matchup tomorrow afternoon in the
Timken Gymnasium.
Their first meeting was tightly con-
tested with the Lady Tigers winning
by a 66-5- 8 count on Jan. 16.
"We need to handle Ohio
Wesleyan's pressure better and hope
for some better offense," said Hart.
parents, my aunts and uncles and even
cousins have gone here," said Kristen.
"I told my parents that I would never,
ever in a million years go to Wooster."
But her parents encouraged her to
look at the college in spite of her
protests. "I didn't want my parents to
know how much I liked the College.
Everyone was very friendly and I
really liked thecampus," said Kristen.
"So I didn't even tell them that I ap-
plied to Wooster. They were stunned
when I told them I was going."
Coach Keith Beckett was pleased
Kristen decided to come.
"For the past four years I have been
excited to have Kristen in the pro-
gram .'In her career here she has been
a valuable contributor in the 100 and
200 butterfly. She has helped to score
point in dual meets and at confer-
ence," said Beckett.
Suzanne had fewer reservations
than her older sister about continuing
the Whitaker legacy at Wooster.
"Ever since I was old enough to
speak, I have always said I was com-
ing to Wooster," said Suzanne.
"Suzanne is one of the hardest and
most dedicated workers I've had the
privilege to coach. I am very excited
down week
"I
v
Women's Basketball Standings
W L PCT
OWU 11 1 917
Wittenberg 10 2 .833
Wooster 9 5 .643
Denison 7 6 .538
CWRU 6 6 .500
Earlham 6 7 .462
Allegheny 6 7 .462
Kenyon 2 11 .154
Oberlin 0 12.000
Wooster legacy
about her conference performance,"
said Beckett. "I look forward to a long
career-s- he will be an important con-
tributor to our team this year and in
years to come."
While the Whitaker sisters have
both shown that they are very com-
petitive in the water, they draw the
line at competing against one another.
"Once in high school our coach
made us swim against each other,
even though we asked him to never
put us in the same race," said Kristen.
"I remember it very clearly. It was the
200 freestyle and I lost."
Since that race the sisters refuse to
swim against each other, which is
usually never a problem since they
specialize in different events. Beckett
has had little trouble following that
rule with Kristen competing as a
sprinter and specializing in butterfly
events, and Suzanne racing in the
distance events and breaststroke.
Both sisters maintain cumulative
grade point averages above 3.5.
Kristen is planning to attend graduate
school and eventually hopes to have
a career in the publishing industry.
Suzanne wants to become a
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RESULTS
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Wooster 82, Earl ham 56
Wooster 75, Ashland 55
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Wooster 83. Earlham 50
Defiance 68, Wooster 53
SWIMMING & DIVING
Men - John Carroll d. WOO
WOO d. Ml Union. Wayne Sl
Women -- WOO d. John Carroll
WOO d. Ml Union, Wayne Sl
INDOOR TRACK
Men -- 4 th place
Women - 4th place
QUOTE OF
THE WEEK
"Arthur meant everything to
college tennis (he played at
UCLA). It's the fantasy of col-
lege players to win Wimbledon,
as Arthurdid. But the reality is
we train players to go on and
lead positive.constructive lives.
Arthur did that, too."
Intercollegiate Tennis Associa-
tions executive directory David
Benjamin on the late Arthur Ashe.
Baseball Countdown
Spring Training: 7 days
Opening Day: 52 days
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Scots hit their stride as conferences near
Helstein setspool
and school record;
headedfor nationals
KRISTEN WHITAKER
Staff Writer
The men's and women's swim
teams EACH had very successful
meets this weekend. The women
overpowered John Carroll on Friday
and Mount Union and Wayne State
on Saturday.
The men lost a very close meet
agaiast John Carroll Fnday but easily
swam past Mount Union and Wayne
State on Saturday.
In addition to the five exciting wins
this weekend, there was a very special
performance on Saturday. First-yea- r
Liz Helstein scored a school and pool
record 25 1.9 points on the one meter
board en route to winning the event,
and more importantly, qualifying for
the NCAA Division III National meet
down in Atlanta, Georgia. This was
Liz's second time qualifying and guar-
antees her the opportunity to compete
at Emory Uni vcrsi ty over spring break.
"Liz was simply ouLstanding on the
boards today." said head coach Keith
Beckett. "We are looking forward to
her performances both at the confer-
ence meet and the national meet."
Helstein was not theonly one on the
women's team to perform well over
the weekend. There were numerous
season bests posted by the women in
the course of the weekend. Also, as a
team, the women won almost every
event they swam, at all three meets.
Even more impressive, the women
took first and second in all but four
Men extend win streak to seven
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
The Fighting Scot men's basket-
ball team defeated Earlham and
Ashland this past week to increase its
winning streak to seven games.
Wooster (15-- 6 overall. 104 NCAQ
defeated Earlham 82-5- 6 last Satur-
day, and the Scots downed Ashland
on Tuesday 75-5- 5. All in all, the Scots
have won lOof their last 12 contests.
Wooster played host to Earlham on
Saturday afternoon in the Armington
Field House. Despite being next-to-la- st
in the North Coast Athletic Con-feren- ce
standings, the Quakers boasted
the third best offense in the confer-
ence. This made little impact on the
outcome of the contest as sixth-ye- ar
head coach Steve Moore's Scots uti-
lized their national-be- st defense to
hold the Quakers to 56 points. Earlham
averages 73 points per game.
Wooster built up an 18-poi- nt half-tim- e
lead at 42-2- 4 and then coasted to
the 26-poi- nt win. Four Scots scored
in double figures. Senior forward
Brian Buchanan scored 16 as did
sophomore forward Doug Cline.
Sophomore forward Scott Meech
threw in 14, while sophomore guard
Craig Bradley chipped in with 10.
"We played pretty well. Earlham
SWIMMING & DIVING
events against Mount Union and
Wayne State.
Some outstanding swimswere pro-
duced by junior All-A- m crican Liz
B ugbce, normally a breasts trokcr w ho
won the 500 yard freestyle in 5:37.98;
junior All-Americ- an Tammy
Behringer, the College's top
buucrflicr, won the 200 yard indi-
vidual medley (2:2 1 .02); and distance
swimmer Debbie King who turned in
Wooster's fastest 100 yard freestyle
this season with a 57.01.
Other event winners on Saturday
include junior All-Americ- an Katy
SchncII in the 1 00 yard butterfly; and
first-yea- rs Suzanne Whitaker in the
1000 yard freestyle, Peggy Tcale in
the 50 yard freestyle. Heather Gleason
in the 100 yard backstroke and Laura
Hivcly's exhibition swim in the 100
yard breaststroke.
"It was a great finish for the dual
meet season," said Beckett. "It was
exactly the type of performance and
spirit we wanted to end the season
with."
The men had only a slightly harder
weekend than the women. They fell
Friday by a close score to John Carroll
University but they came back hard
on Saturday toswim past Mount Union
and Wayne State.
The men, like the women, had some
great swims and some season best
times.
On Saturday, the men took first
place in every event except three.
They completely swept Mount Union
and Wayne Stale in the 1000 yard
freestyle with first year Derek
Longbrake taking first (10:53.45) fol-
lowed by another frst year. Todd van
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didn't test us with their defense, but
we played well," commented Moore.
Wooster traveled to Ashland to take
on the Division II Eagles in a non-conferen- ce
matchup on Tuesday
evening. The Scots stepped up their
play in soundly defeating Ashland.
Wooster led by eight at the half at 35-2- 7
and then shifted into a second gear
in beating the Eagles.
Junior guard Doug Mcinen played
1 3 minutes for the Scots, which was a
key. Meinen had missed the previous
four con tests with a severely sprained
ankle. Cline again had an outstanding
performance as he scored 21 points
and brought down nine rebounds.
Buchanan chipped in with 18 points
and eight boards.
"We played a very talented team
and pulled out a good win on the road.
Ashland plays in a tough Division II
conference, so it was a good win for
us," said Moore.
Tomorrow .Wooster travels to Ohio
Wesleyan in what may turn out to be
the most significant contest of the
year as the Scots attempt to bring
home a fifth straight NCAC regular
season title. The Scots find them-
selves in third place, one half game
out of first place, which is occupied
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Junior All-Americ- an Katie Schnell took first place in the 100 yard
backstroke against Mount Union and Wayne State Saturday at home.
dcr Kicft in second (10:58.79).
Another outstanding performance
came from senior Tom Hungerford in
the 200 and 500 yard freestyle events
as he won both in 1 :52.34 and 4:59.58
respectively. In addition, sophomore
Paul Caviglia, one of Wooster's top
distance swimmers, won the 1 00 yard
backstroke in 1:00.77.
Other weekend winners include
juniors Chad Coffman in the 1 00 yard
freestyle and Dave Diluzio on the
three meter board: and f"rst years Rob
by Allegheny and Wittenberg.
Wooster dropped an overtime contest
to OWU earlier in the season. OWU
is the only NCAC team Wooster has
not defeated this season.
"Ohio Wesleyan is an outstanding
offensive team. They are leading the
NCAC in three-poi- nt field goal per-
centage. Bob Croft leads the NCAC
in scoring and Justin Lott is first in the
NCAC in assists and steals," stated
Moore.
SCOTNOTES:Buchananneeds24
points to reach 1000 for his
career. The Scots lead the NCAC
in offensive and defensive field goal
percentage.
Men's Basketball Standings
W L PCT
Allegheny 10 3 .769
Wittenberg 9 3 .750
Wooster 10 4 .714
OWU 8 4 .667
Kenyon 8 5 .615
Denison 6 7 .462
CWRU 4 8 .333
Earlham 2 11 .154
Oberlin 0 12 .000
Krohn in the 100 yard butterfly and
J.C. Chandor's exhibition swim in the
100 yard breaststroke.
"This final dual meet is a good
indication of people's performances
at conference," said Beckett. "We
have set our goals and know what we
need to do to accomplish them."
Both teams will have this weekend
off to rest for the North Coast Athletic
Conference championship meet which
will be held at Oberlin College Feb.
17-2- 0.
This week's
This week's question is:
Who did Billy Jean King play
in the "Battle of theSexes" tennis
match?
Each week the Sports Editors
offer you the reader, the opportu-
nity to win 55. All you have to do
is be the first to call the Voice
office at x2598 with the correct
answer, and you win the cash prize.
Leave a message if no one an-
swers. Mark Solis won the Feb. 5
challenge by correctly identifying
Spain.
Sports Writers Needed
The Voice is looking for stu-
dents interested in writing for the
sports section. More specifically,
we are looking for writers to cover
the spring sports teams. If you arc
interested in covering either the
men's or women's lacrosse teams,
the golf team, or you're just inter-
ested in sports writing, contact the
Voice at x2598 and ask for the
sports editor.
